IMPORTANT
Safety Instructions
Always wear eye
protection. Regular
eyeglasses do not provide
sufficient protection.
Always wear safety glasses
and/or a face shield when
using rotary power tools.
Never wear loose
clothing or jewelry and
tie back long hair. Ties,
scarves, etc. and jewelry pose a hazard when using rotary power tools.
Never use accessories at speeds
above the maximum RPM.
Accessories used at faster than the
recommended speed can become
damaged, posing a hazard to you
and others in the area.
Always check the speed rating.
Never use a damaged accessory.
If an accessory appears to be bent,
loose, vibrating or out of balance
do not continue to use it. Use a
clean sharp accessory that is
recommended for the material
you are working on.
Let the speed of the tool do
the work.
Do not force the tool or use
excessive pressure.
Always use dust collection,
respirator, or face mask
to prevent inhalation of dust
particles from workpiece
or abrasives.

Always Wear Proper
Eye Protection While
Using Rotary Power
Tool Accessories

Made
in USA

Foredom Electric Co.
16 Stony Hill Road
Bethel, CT 06801 USA

Tel: 203-792-8622

www.foredom.net
For more information about
our wide selection of rotary
accessories and to see ‘how to’
videos about the use and maintenance of Foredom products
visit our website!
Limited Warranty
All Foredom accessories are warranted to be free of defects in material or
workmanship for a period of 90 days after
purchase. During the warranty period, any
defective accessory will be replaced without charge if it is returned to: Foredom
Electric Co., 16 Stony Hill Rd, Bethel, CT
06801 USA
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AK3377 28-pc

Wayne Werner
Bench Lathe
Sanding Kit
The accessories featured in Kit AK3377
include some of the most innovative types
offered by Foredom for sanding with the
Bench Lathe. Be sure to read this carefully
since it contains important safety information that should always be followed when
using rotary accessories.

Printed in USA

AK3377 Kit Includes:

Ceramic Purple
Sanding Discs

3M Ceramic Purple Sanding
Bands & Discs in 60, 80,
120 and 220 grits
Sanding Bands
3 of each grit:
1/2″ x 1″
Sanding Discs
2 of each grit:
3″ diameter with PSA (pressure
sensitive adhesive)
Mandrels
4 each with 1/4″ shanks:
3″ diameter sanding discs
and 1/2″ x 1″ sanding drums

2 Each
Part No.
A-5692

80

A-5693

120

A-5694

220

A-5695

Ceramic Purple
Sanding Bands

Max Speed Rating: 10,000 rpm
for 3″ diameter Discs with PSA (pressure sensitive adhesive) backs for use
on 3″ diameter disc mandrels
Max Speed Rating: 20,000 rpm
for 1/2″ x 1″ Sanding Bands for use
on 1/2″ x 1″ Drum Mandrels.

3M’s Ceramic Purple Abrasives are
excellent for sanding and finishing wood,
metals, fiberglass, diestone, plastics, and
other materials. 3M’s Cubitron ceramic aluminum oxide mineral sharpens
itself with use. As the triangular shaped
grain wears, it continuously fractures to
form sharp points and edges that slice
through metal, wear evenly and provide

Grit
60

super-long life and consistency at any
grinding pressure. This process repeats
itself throughout the entire grinding process and allows for faster stock removal
with less heat and loading
Ceramic Purple Abrasives last 2 to 4
times longer—long after conventional
abrasives have dulled, shelled, glazed
over and been thrown out.

The 1/2″ x 1″ Sanding Bands are perfect for sanding the inside of rings and
other concave areas. The 3″ diameter
Discs are great for lapping the sides
of bracelets and rings. Use Purple Ceramic sanding accessories for removing
sprues, cleaning up castings, blending
parting lines, and pre-polishing metal
surfaces.

Grit
60

3 Each
Part No.
A-4932

80

A-4933

120

A-4934

220

A-4936

Always Wear Proper
Eye Protection While
Using Rotary Power
Tool Accessories

